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A new generation of digital experiences is dawning, and communications
service providers will deliver them. To do it, they will need more dynamic,
flexible, software-driven networks. Now, Hewlett Packard Enterprise
offers a brand-new approach to carrier-grade core networks: the
HPE 5G Core Stack. Designed from the ground up for cloud-native,
multivendor infrastructure and applications, HPE 5G Core Stack
provides a fully pre-integrated 5G solution that’s ready to deploy and
consumable on a pay-as-you-go basis.
This paper provides an in-depth technical overview of HPE 5G Core Stack and its components, architecture, and capabilities. Keep reading
to learn how these innovations can help you unleash new 5G services and transform your business.

INTRODUCTION
The last three decades have seen a steady progression in telco networks (2G, to 3G, to 4G/LTE), with each new generation reflecting
the growing dominance of IP as the foundation for all services. Along the way, communications service providers (CSPs) have also
been decomposing the network, distributing more service functions out closer to the edge. These evolutions have been largely
incremental—adding functionality without significantly changing the underlying software architecture. 5G, however, represents a major
departure in three important ways:
• Rise of dynamic cloud-native architectures: First, 5G firmly shuts the door on yesterday’s closed, proprietary telco networks in favor of
today’s cloud-native architectures. Across the industry, CSPs are moving away from legacy point-to-point protocols. They are looking to
build more scalable cloud-native architectures such as the ones the big web companies (Google™, Facebook, Amazon) use in their
hyperscale data centers. These service-based, microservices-oriented architectures let CSPs create, deliver, and scale new services more
quickly, with more agility and automation.
• More flexible, customizable networks: Significantly, 5G takes the disaggregation of telco networks a major step forward with the
revolutionary concept of network slicing. Until now, wireless services have been a one-size-fits-all proposition. Now, for the first time,
CSPs will be able to offer enterprises virtual networks tuned to specific use cases such as massive Internet of Things (IoT) installations,
ultra-low-latency services like telemedicine, and others. This changes the fundamental nature of the CSP network, creating a versatile
platform for all manner of distributed virtual networks optimized for the specific services flowing over them.
• Demand for greater service and business agility: In the new marketplace for customized network services, CSPs will need to support a
continually evolving portfolio of novel, differentiated use cases for both customers and enterprises. As such, they will need far more
architectural flexibility than was needed in the past, with the ability to quickly introduce new services and applications, deliver them, and
bill them. Agility, therefore, becomes a critical design requirement for CSP networks in a 5G world.
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If this all sounds vastly different from the way you operate today, it is. And, if you’re relying on yesterday’s tools and processes to facilitate
this transition, it’s not going to work.
Now, HPE has completely reimagined CSP core networks to deliver new levels of agility, flexibility, and speed. With the HPE 5G Core Stack,
we’ve introduced a brand-new, carrier-grade architecture—one that’s designed from the ground up to be open and cloud native. That
reduces operational costs through end-to-end orchestration and automation. That breaks vendor lock-in by integrating stateless network
functions (NFs) from multiple vendors on a common, service-based architecture and shared data environment (SDE).
HPE 5G Core Stack delivers all these capabilities as a complete, pre-integrated solution. You can unlock a new world of 5G services and
digital experiences for your subscribers at a lower cost, with less risk.

HPE 5G CORE STACK AT A GLANCE
HPE 5G Core Stack provides a true multivendor, cloud-native, turnkey solution for mobile core networks. It’s designed from the ground up
for the most demanding carrier-grade environments. And it provides a catalog of ready-to-deploy network slice subnets that you can quickly
roll out to your customers and consume on a pay-as-you-go basis.
HPE 5G Core Stack is built on standards-based, pre-integrated NFs that can be managed using agile software methodologies. With
comprehensive lifecycle management via a continuous integration/continuous deployment (CI/CD) pipeline, you gain the flexibility to quickly
and easily update and even replace deployed NFs. As a result, you can mix and match best-of-breed components from a qualified set of
vendors and optimize your network for the use cases that matter to your customers. Additionally, HPE 5G Core Stack is open and flexible,
with the ability to continually add new NFs to target new opportunities as they emerge.

FIGURE 1. HPE 5G Core Stack high-level architecture

INSIDE THE HPE 5G CORE STACK
HPE 5G Core Stack consists of the following components and features:
• Infrastructure: HPE 5G Core Stack infrastructure is based on HPE Telco Blueprints, which provide a validated pre-integrated,
deployment-ready hardware and software platform for network functions virtualization (NFV), including containerized virtual NFs (CNFs).
(For more details, visit the HPE telecommunications service provider page.)
• Platform as a service (PaaS): HPE 5G Core Stack uses containerized workloads managed through an enterprise Kubernetes platform,
running on the Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform. It supports NFs as full cloud-native services that includes the ability to manage
initial development, testing, deployment, operations, and maintenance in a manner consistent with the commonly accepted definition of
cloud-native applications.
• Shared data environment: HPE 5G Core Stack includes an SDE that makes it possible to manage 5G services and NFs as stateless cloud
services with minimal effort.
• Network functions: Use best-of-breed NFs from both HPE and qualified partners who share our vision for lightweight, data-less, and
stateless microservices-based solutions.
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• Automation and orchestration: To automate network tasks, the system must be able to observe the behavior of infrastructure
components and services across the multivendor environment. To provide this observability, HPE 5G Core Stack uses a set of common
components provided by the PaaS layer. The solution normalizes the data and ensures consistency across the stack, exposing meaningful
data to management and orchestration functions. Within this open management ecosystem, each NF maintains strict behavior consistent
with standards.

Consumption-based pricing
HPE 5G Core Stack makes it easy and economical to bring new 5G services to your customers with an extensible catalog of common slice
subnets. You can consume these new services under a monthly fee paying only for what you use based on active subscribers.
You can consume the solution paying a single fee per active subscriber based on slice type. Pricing includes support, software updates, and
access to upgrades and major new versions.

REIMAGINING CORE NETWORKS FOR 5G
HPE is working with CSPs around the globe to help them capitalize on 5G transformation and position themselves as early winners in the
emerging 5G marketplace. Unlike some vendors, we recognized that to do this, we can’t keep trying to fit new models into the frameworks of
the past. 5G calls for a different approach to implement, operate, and orchestrate the network (Figure 2).
To meet this need, HPE employed a clean-sheet approach to HPE 5G Core Stack, designing a new core architecture from the ground up to
meet the challenges of today and tomorrow instead of the past. The result is an entirely new cloud-native, standards-based, service-oriented
architecture, as well as a number of new software components and next-generation products from HPE and our partners.

FIGURE 2. HPE 5G Core Stack design principles

The brand new HPE 5G Core Stack architecture combines telco-grade hardware infrastructure, validated PaaS, NFs from industry-leading
vendors, and end-to-end orchestration. It’s all pre-integrated and packaged in a unified, ready-to-deploy solution that allows for full lifecycle
management via a CI/CD pipeline. The solution delivers the following:
• A core network that’s cloud native from the ground up: The solution’s lightweight clean-sheet architecture was designed from the
ground up for microservices, cloud-native components, and applications designed according to twelve-factor application principles. To
enable cloud-native applications, it includes an SDE that allows separation of data and call processing. The SDE allows the network to
share profile session and state data across all different service types and slices. It also makes 5G migrations simpler by enabling seamless
interaction among legacy 3G/4G components and newer 5G cloud-native network elements.
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• Continuous change management: HPE 5G Core Stack enables a CD pipeline for lifecycle management of all software artifacts. Installed
as one of the first steps of the solution’s implementation, this CD pipeline fully automates the initial deployment and subsequent software
updates. You can also continually introduce new functional capabilities through the continuous delivery chain. The pipeline includes
gating steps (such as automated sanity testing) to ensure what you deploy will not break the configuration. As a result, you can automate
deployment, testing, and commissioning of new NFs or NF versions and bring new innovations to your customers more quickly.
• A bridge between IT and telco tools: By using NFs that are built using PaaS principles, you gain broad observability. You can use a set of
common services for logging, metrics, tracing, and more. These frameworks collect, aggregate, and store data from NFs using tools from
the world of IT such as Apache Kafka, Prometheus, Kibana, Jaeger, and Grafana. By using common data models, you gain end-to-end
observability, consistency across network layers, and meaningful data for assurance and monitoring.

Reimagining network security
With an open, cloud-native 5G architecture, you also have an opportunity to bring security best practices from the IT world to your services and
customers. You can combine them with longstanding safeguards from the telecom sector, such as the encryption used by radio access networks.
As an end-to-end 5G core solution, HPE 5G Core Stack follows the security principles outlined later in this paper. Its open design helps
ensure full transparency. Additionally, it implements NFs as microservices that are logically containerized and constantly monitored.
HPE has also reduced the vulnerable attack surface by integrating stateless NFs from multiple vendors on a common service-based
architecture and SDE. With no vendor-proprietary closed and proprietary components, you can inspect both the performance of the
functions and the traffic going through them and identify any attempt to leak data or divert from normal performance.
All the HPE 5G Core Stack architecture elements are built for near-continuous verification via DevOps and CI/CD methodologies. As a result,
you can apply rigorous inspection processes using a variety of automation tools. Also, since the solution is fully pre-integrated, it reduces the
risks of security misconfigurations (for example, in Kubernetes pod policy, API access control, clusters, and Helm charts) making the solution
secure by default.

Network slicing
With our 5G Core Stack, you can very easily deploy and undeploy dedicated core slices subnets for specific customers or services. Thanks to
our pipeline, the creation of a brand new URLLC or eMBB core slice subnet running in your environment has been automated to a great
extent. Our CI/CD abstracts all the complexity in the instantiation of a new core slice subnet: firstly, the slice subnet descriptor will be fetched,
after that the backing services will be created, later on the slice subnet will be configured and populated with the dedicated NFs. Finally, a set
of validation tests will be run in order to ensure the correct deployment and performance of the newly deployed slice subnet. All these tasks
are managed via a set of Jenkins jobs and can be executed with a just few clicks, our design had minimized the need of human intervention.
Besides, the operator can supervise the execution of the different tasks on our dashboard, and every time a new milestone has been
completed it will be displayed.

HPE 5G CORE STACK SERVICE LAYERS AND BUILDING BLOCKS
The foundation of HPE 5G Core Stack is a fully pre-integrated 5G core built with HPE PaaS, orchestration, operations, and key 5G NFs
(Figure 3). It provides a state-of-the-art, standards-based core architecture for dynamic 5G services. The following sections describe the
solution’s service layers and building blocks in detail.

FIGURE 3. HPE 5G Core Stack reference architecture
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Infrastructure
HPE 5G Core Stack is based on HPE Telco Blueprints—validated, pre-integrated, deployment-ready NFV hardware and software platforms
(Figure 4). This simplifies provisioning, configuration, and management of the virtualized NFs (VNFs) workloads in CSP data centers.
HPE Telco Blueprints are based on container technology, which means that multiple and isolated applications can run on a single OS and
shared kernel. As a result, you can deploy and use infrastructure resources much more flexibly and efficiently.

FIGURE 4. HPE Telco Core Blueprint C9

HPE 5G Core Stack consists of bootstrap, control, and worker nodes, with associated networking and storage. Specifically, these components
include the following:
• Control plane
– Bootstrap node: This creates controller machines that act as the control plane. The control plane creates the compute or worker
machines.
– Control node: The control plane is composed of controller machines that manage the Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform cluster.
The control plane machines also manage workloads on the compute or worker machines. The cluster manages all machine upgrades
using the actions of the cluster version operator, the machine configurations operator, and a set of individual operators.
• Compute or data plane
– Worker node: The compute plane or data plane holds the OpenShift Kubernetes-based cluster of worker nodes where all application
containers are deployed to run. The worker nodes allow the scheduler to allocate containers and pods and maintain a reasonable
workload distribution by advertising their resources and resource utilization. Each worker nodes runs important services such as CRI-O,
which is the container engine, kubelet, which is the service that accepts and fulfills requests for running and stopping container
workloads.
• Storage plane: This HPE Telco Core Blueprint ships with HPE Nimble Storage AF60.
• Network plane:
– Management switches for out-of-band management
– Data switches for top-of-rack switching
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Platform as a service
5G fundamentally changes the way NFs are procured, deployed, and managed. Cloud-native principles, microservices, and container-based
approaches are the foundations for networks and services in a 5G world. HPE 5G Core Stack includes PaaS to support NFs as full
cloud-native services. The PaaS facilitates initial development, testing, deployment, operations, and maintenance in a manner that is
consistent with the commonly accepted definition of cloud-native applications.
HPE 5G Core Stack is based on state-of-the-art, containerized, web-scale technology. 5G core NFs are designed to run in a common PaaS
environment, offering scalability, resiliency, and manageability. This allows you to bring the latest IT software models to the integration and
delivery of 5G infrastructures and services, such as CI/CD pipelines.
Each NF consists of microservices, which are implemented within containers and integrated with the PaaS. In this way, the PaaS supports
end-to-end management capabilities, including:
• NF lifecycle management
• Discovery management
• Load-balancing and traffic management
• Authorization management
• Continuous integration
• Failover management
• Policy management
HPE 5G Core Stack uses Kubernetes operators (custom resource controllers designed for packaging, deploying, and managing Kubernetes
applications) to manage the lifecycle of applications. The PaaS layer also provides services to support a wide range of management
functions, including observability (for example, via Prometheus), event logging, distributed tracing (such as with Jaeger), and service mesh
(such as via Istio). All 5G NFs use the same PaaS services to ensure consistency of design, consistency in construction, and efficiency in
operation, as well as consistent deployment procedures.
The PaaS environment pre-integrated in the HPE 5G Core Stack is Red Hat OpenShift Container Platform (Figure 5). Red Hat OpenShift
brings a trusted enterprise Kubernetes platform with the security and support required for CSP applications. Red Hat integrates upstream
contributions to open-source projects, and Kubernetes releases and turns them into production-ready OpenShift releases. In this way, you
can continually gain new capabilities that are pretested and supported.
Red Hat OpenShift also provides comprehensive management functions including automated operations to install, upgrade, and maintain
deployed software. To simplify lifecycle management, it provides pre-integrated observability, logging, tracing, and service mesh services as
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Kubernetes operators that encapsulate domain-specific knowledge (for example, Prometheus operator and service mesh operator).
OpenShift Service Mesh also integrates in the following:
• Istio for managing traffic flow across services
• Kiali, which simplifies management and troubleshooting by helping visualize communication pathways and traffic flow between services
• Jaeger for distributed tracing, which enhances security and network segmentation of microservices-based applications

FIGURE 5. Red Hat OpenShift 4

Shared data environment
A cloud-based approach to 5G infrastructure implies functions that are virtual, decomposed, and highly distributed. For this approach to be
effective, this requires a stronger separation of data storage versus processing functions. To enable the scalability and automation that CSPs
need, core NFs also should be created as both stateless and data-less. Also, they should utilize a shared data layer to store and retrieve the
required data (such as users’ profiles, states, and session data).
Stateless and data-less NFs implement the required business logic, leaving state information to be retained by a data storage capability. As a
result, stateless NFs have smaller footprints, can scale out, and can be easily placed in different network settings, improving cloud resource
utilization. Moreover, these lightweight NFs can be scaled in just as easily when fewer instances of business logic are needed. The result—
cloud-native NFs in a telco cloud become truly flexible resources. This modularity also improves service availability and lowers costs through
N + 1 redundant deployment. More traditional methods, requiring fully redundant architectural choices and their corresponding data
replication inside NFs, are no longer needed.
To support this new cloud-native paradigm, HPE has developed a multilayered SDE architecture. HPE SDE is designed to enable a strict
separation of data storage and data processing, with even the SDE itself built around the same architecture principles. HPE SDE offers a
single interface for provisioning structured and unstructured data and a single interface for monitoring (Figure 6).

FIGURE 6. Single data environment supporting structured and unstructured data
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The HPE SDE architecture encompasses two basic layers:
• A data processing layer, which provides integration (that is, interfaces) pointing toward the outside world
• A storage grid layer based on a distributed data grid
The SDE data processing layer provides the following:
• A 5G UDR interface, which allows interaction with 5G cloud-native normalized functions such as UDM and PCF
• A 4G UDR interface, which allows interactions with all 4G user data convergence (UDC)-compliant entities
• A UDSF interface, which allows storage based on a non-normalized data model
• A provisioning interface, which allows provisioning of any subscriber/nonsubscriber data into 4G UDR and 5G UDR
This SDE storage grid layer consolidates subscriber profile data and separates provisioning and maintenance of that data from the front-end
service applications. At the same time, it also stores the session/state information belonging to the stateless front-end applications (SDE
clients) that are storing and retrieving such information externally in the SDE.
The database architecture is based on a hybrid storage memory data grid (Apache Ignite) and persistent storage. Taking advantage of
various memory and disk technologies, this architecture allows highly volatile session states, as well as the ability to store persistent data in a
single environment, improving efficiency.
The architecture is also future-focused, ready to support emerging persistent memory technologies to deliver unprecedented levels of
storage performance and density. The data layer is designed to cope with millions of transactions per second with millisecond response time.

5G network functions
All NFs included and qualified for the HPE 5G Core Stack comply with a set of common principles. These NFs:
• Are cloud native
• Are stateless
• Use HPE UDSF as a datastore for schemaless data
• Use HPE UDR for all data with a defined schema
• Use a common PaaS layer for observability, tracing, and service mesh
• Support a service mesh for traffic management, service identity and security, policy enforcement, and telemetry
Additionally, HPE 5G Core Stack NFs rely on standard Helm charts, custom resource definitions (CRDs), or Kubernetes operators for lifecycle
management. As a result, they can make decisions based on current state in real time, manage upgrades seamlessly over the air (OTA),
and react to failures automatically. They also provide deep insights for manageability (metrics, alerts, logs, workload analysis) as well as
auto-pilot capabilities such as dynamic vertical and horizontal scaling, automated configurations, and more.
Cloud-native 5G NFs
Cloud-native architectures represent a paradigm shift in the way software is designed, deployed, and operated. At the same time, all HPE 5G
Core Stack NFs have foundations in existing, field-proven products. They use an open, modular architecture, separating call processing from
subscriber data and event management actions.
HPE 5G NFs are also designed specifically to be cloud native and based on a 3GPP service-based architecture, helping avoid vendor lock-in.
Based on 3GPP Release 15 standards, they allow interworking with NFs from other vendors and can evolve to Release 16 and UDICOM
standards. Additionally, these NFs are self-healing, scalable, modular, and automated, enabling faster network updates.
In addition to HPE 5G Core NFs, HPE 5G Core Stack integrates proven, best-of-breed partner solutions developed by vendors who have
adopted the same cloud-native approach as HPE. All HPE 5G Core Stack NFs, whether provided by HPE or our qualified partners, consist of
microservices and implemented within containers. They are also integrated with the PaaS, through which they provide support for
observability, as well as all the PaaS management capabilities described in the previous section.
This concept of observability—making 5G NF interactions visible—is essential for integrating in more complex cloud-native environments.
An observable NF exposes just enough data about itself so that the system can easily generate and access answers to questions about its
functioning and interaction with other NF services. This visibility is implemented using logging, tracing, and metrics.
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Included 5G NFs and management
The following 5G NFs are included in the HPE 5G Core Stack, all pre-integrated, maintained, and supported by HPE:
• Back-end database functions in 5G: UDR, UDSF (HPE bundles these functions with the HPE SDE.)
• Authentication and profile management: UDM, AuSF, 5G-EIR
• Session and user plane control: UPF, AMF, SMF
• Resource control: NSSF, NRF
• Policy and charging: PCF, BSF, CHF
From a cloud-native network management perspective, the NF Management Function (NFMF) is provided by the NFMF gateway
component. This enables observability, integration with an end-to-end network slice management function (NSMF), and operational support
systems (OSS).
The network slice subnet management function (NSSMF) layer exposes an API for integration with an NSMF such as HPE Service Director.
A 5G service-based architecture (SBA) relies on a microservices architecture and uses REST API with HTTP/2 interfaces. This allows rapid
development of interoperable NFs and enables the integration of future NFs scoped in the upcoming 3GPP release updates.
Possible future NFs could address areas such as:
• Non-3GPP access: N3IWF, TNGF, W-AGF
• Exposure and value-added functions: NEF, NWDAF, AF
• Security and traffic control: SCP, SEPP, SOR-AF
• Location: LMF
• Messaging: SMSF, CBCF

Security principles
In today’s digital world, threats are a given and can emerge from many different vectors. It is therefore essential to be able to spot them early
and react to them quickly. To do that, you need to ensure that the services you deliver are based on an architecture with built-in security.
And, you need effective tools to monitor, verify, mitigate, and act on any threat.
HPE 5G Core Stack is secure by design. The solution:
• Employs a cloud-native, containerized design
• Reduces risk by pre-integrating validated platform, multivendor NFs, and orchestration on HPE secure server platforms
• Provides observability of orchestration, automation, network resources, and running services across network slices
• Breaks up the attack surface by integrating stateless NFs from multiple vendors on a common SBA and SDE
However, this is just the start of the enhanced security built into the HPE 5G Core Stack. The solution is also designed to provide additional
protection for the core network itself. This is essential, as realizing the full benefits of 5G requires advanced core network functionality such
as end-to-end manageability, support for multiple network technologies, and network slicing. The core controls who can access which
services, making it the most sensitive part of the 5G network.
As the brain behind the network, the core can be potentially hacked and a key target for sabotage attacks. Historically, core networks have
been highly centralized and monolithic, which meant that dismantling individual elements of the core could take down the full network.
However, the advent of 5G offers an opportunity to move away from this model and employ a more secure and robust architecture.
To enable this, HPE designed HPE 5G Core Stack to adhere to the following principles:
• Openness: Though it may seem counterintuitive, using open standards and modular software functions make a 5G system more secure
because it increases visibility. As a result, you can employ the most-effective cloud-native security software to combat dynamic evolving
threats. Given the ongoing threat of attack, the important thing is to be able to see what is happening in the core network and react
quickly. With an open network, you can monitor, mitigate, and address risks at all levels.
• Transparency: The cloud-native design used in 5G networks enables a more transparent and observable network.
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• Elimination of monolithic and proprietary components: 5G breaks up monolithic applications into smaller microservices that
communicate over open interfaces. This enables observability and the ability to audit transactions.
• Containerization: By building infrastructure and applications with containerized microservices, you can monitor NFs in a more
fine-grained way and quickly observe any attempt to leak data or divert performance.
• Continuous change management: No network is ever frozen—there will always be a need to add more modules, upgrade software, or
install patches. As any of these actions can be entry point for inserting malware, you need tools for continuous integrity checks. CI/CD
frameworks, together with the integration of software development and IT operations (known as DevOps), can support such checks.
By continually deploying small changes, you can better control risks and patch vulnerabilities.
• Multivendor support without lock-in: When you’re using an open network designed for multivendor components, it’s easy to replace
any NF if a concern arises with any NF vendor.
• Common control: HPE 5G Core Stack moves key security functions such as authentication and auditing into common infrastructure
services making them easier to monitor and secure.
• Silicon root of trust from HPE: Every HPE server comes with embedded cryptographic firmware protection. It checks itself at boot to
verify that the startup process in BIOS matches the known good factory configuration.

Pipeline-based, automated lifecycle management
HPE 5G Core Stack solution includes a pre-integrated CD pipeline (Figure 7). This pipeline enables efficient lifecycle management of the
entire solution, from initial day-0 deployment (where a bootstrap node automatically deploys the pipeline) to ongoing software updates and
upgrades once the solution is deployed.
The integrated pipeline uses a registry as input. It consumes the solution’s core slice subnet (CSS) catalog as well as other artifacts that
constitute the solution including the PaaS and orchestration software.

FIGURE 7. HPE 5G Core Stack CD pipeline

By using this pipeline, you can:
• More easily maintain version control
• Ensure end-to-end traceability and integrity checks
• Automate repetitive tasks
• Detect issues and rejects as early as possible
• Monitor deployment/update/undeployment throughout execution
• Address multiple deployment targets in a common way across test reference environments and your production environment
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Continuous deployment in action
The 5G Core Stack CD pipeline consumes HPE validated software when deploying HPE 5G Core Stack components into test, preproduction,
or production environments. To illustrate the functions implemented by the pipeline, let’s focus on one of these artifacts: core slice subnets
or CSS.
First, the pipeline fetches the CSS descriptor from the input repository. This descriptor includes not only the parameters defining the CSS
(typically related to QoS) but also the dependencies such as PaaS-related data, lists of backing service sets, and lists of NFs. It also includes
test-related data such as test suites, tools, and reports, as well as CSS-related metrics.
The CD pipeline for CSS encompasses three stages:
• Stage 1: This stage ensures that the CSS descriptor can be processed (that is, the descriptor is both syntactically correct and has
consistent content in terms of dependencies). During this stage, the CSS descriptor is also instantiated, replacing parameters with the
appropriate values.
• Stage 2: During the second stage, the pipeline uses the sanitized descriptor to deploy the CSS on the targeted infrastructure specified
previously.
• Stage 3: This stage focuses on validation after deployment using the test cases and the test tools referenced in the descriptor and
generates a test report. The solution posts the result of the validation to the output repository and, if successful, promotes the CSS
artifacts to the production-ready level.

Bridging the gap between OSS and cloud-native functions
HPE 5G Core Stack uses a cloud-native approach for management and operations. It uses PaaS open-source tools to implement
observability, which provides the data necessary for management and orchestration.
Implementing observability is a critical step in the pre-integration we provide for HPE 5G Core Stack. This ensures that the same tools
can be used consistently across different NFs regardless of vendor. This enables, for example, end-to-end tracing across the solution and
allows the system to use common fault and performance data for assurance, closed-loop automation, and slice management.
Most modern OSS can consume observability data directly using artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) techniques such as
those in the HPE Intelligent Assurance Suite. However, in some cases, observability data must be preprocessed and converted to be exposed
to upper-layer OSS in a meaningful and actionable way.
To enable this, HPE 5G Core Stack introduces a 5G core management integration layer. This management integration layer enables
observability, integration with an end-to-end NSMF, and integration with OSS, without having to implement a formal NFMF.
The 5G core management integration layer consists of the following:
• Underlying container-as-a-service (CaaS) tools
• Backing services (PaaS) for both observability and application configuration/lifecycle management functions
• NFMF gateway that provides integration points with specific OSS interfaces
The NFMF component of HPE 5G Core Stack collects data at the CaaS/PaaS level that is generated from the numerous containers and other
cloud resources running in the system. The NFMF then aggregates and normalizes the data at the NF level, providing an abstraction (based
on ETSI GS NFV-SOL 001 descriptors) that can be mapped to services and objects defined and managed at the OSS level.
The NFMF gateway can:
• Normalize data coming from various NFs
• Aggregate data across the architecture (infrastructure, PaaS, NFs) to provide actionable observability
• Expose KPIs that are meaningful to the OSS from low-level resources/containers/pods to NFs all the way up to services such as CSS
• Expose standard interfaces for fault management and performance management (assurance) and orchestration (closed-loop automation)
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Orchestration
Designed for hybrid networks, HPE OSS portfolio leads the orchestration market segment. HPE is also recognized for driving the
industry forward with advances in closed-loop automation, intent-based service delivery models, intelligent assurance logic, and
workflow-as-a-service techniques for advanced solution-focused slicing.
HPE 5G Core Stack provides the NSSMF layer for CSS management, which exposes an API for integration with an NSMF (Figure 8). The NF
subsystem provides a common management interface allowing an overlaid OSS to manage the NF in terms of both orchestration and
monitoring.
Unlike conventional network solutions, HPE 5G Core Stack architecture does not use an NF-specific element management system (EMS).
Instead, it uses common services for logging, metrics, tracing, and more. The same frameworks can be used to collect, filter, aggregate, and
store data from multiple cloud-native NFs. Also, using a management plane integration layer, it can feed data into the OSS.

FIGURE 8. 5G management and orchestration

Orchestrating CSS
The real benefits of a 5G stand-alone core derive from the ability to create and manage network slices. HPE 5G Core Stack is slice ready. It
natively enables the deployment and management of 5G core slice subnets and makes them available for inclusion in end-to-end 5G slices
that span radio, access, and core networks.
HPE 5G Core Stack includes a predefined set of network slice types (NESTs) as defined in 3GPP TS 23.501. These come prevalidated and
available in the CD pipeline. As a result, they can be immediately deployed and validated against the target environment and even
connected to other slice subnets for end-to-end validation. The solution allows you to customize the included NESTs as well as add other
slice types in the pipeline to address additional use cases.
At deployment time, based on the NEST characteristics, the system deploys and/or configures the underlying NFs and relevant cloud
resources to meet the required service-level objectives (SLOs). The system also collects the necessary KPIs and establishes alarms (such as
for performance and QoS). The NFMF gateway then exposes the alarms and KPIs for the CSS to be consumed by the embedded CSS
manager providing the NSSMF function. Alternatively, the system can use the end-to-end NSM function to ensure that it triggers actions
such as scale or heal in the case of an SLO breach. The NSSMF function can also be connected to the OSS to report slice-related alarms.
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Flexible edge deployments
5G is going to be a key enabler of a variety of new uses cases with very demanding latency requirements (URLLC). In order to achieve such
low E2E latency figures (as low as few milliseconds) the capability to deploy network functions as close as possible to the final subscriber is
going to be paramount. In HPE we have addressed this necessity and our 5G Core Stack allows the possibility to deploy the UPF on a
remote node of your cluster. This node can be located in your central data center, in a regional data center or even on the edge of the
network. With such deployment settings, the distance that the user plane traffic will have to travel in order to be properly routed will be
considerably reduced.
With the CSS management function, HPE 5G Core Stack solution can:
• Define the end-to-end parameters, KPIs, and alarms associated with slice characteristics as defined in GST and NEST templates
• Turn those end-to-end parameters into NF-related configuration attributes
• Monitor the KPIs and alarms on existing slice subnet instances and trigger repair actions
• Interface with existing Network System Management (NSM) and OSS systems

FIGURE 9. HPE 5G Core Stack and orchestration layers

No single point of failure
With HPE 5G Core Stack, you can deploy and manage the services lifecycle independently based on functions that are virtualized,
decomposed, and highly distributed. As discussed previously, the solution maintains a strong separation between data storage and
processing functions and employs stateless and data-less core NFs using HPE SDE. Given the criticality of the core in a telecom network,
special attention has been put into the availability of our stack. There are many elements whose failure could potentially affect the
communication services managed by our stack: microservices, pods, primary and secondary nodes, VMs and the underlying hardware. Our
solution has been designed to ensure that no failover of any component disrupts the ongoing communications. The resiliency has been
thoroughly tested to ensure carrier-grade reliability.
In HPE 5G Core Stack cloud-native environment, NFs are composed of multiple microservices, each of which runs in a separate container.
The system uses modern Kubernetes tools and frameworks through the PaaS layer to manage those containers and ensure that the needed
microservices are always available. The smallest unit managed by Kubernetes, the pod, contains one or several containers. The Kubernetes
replication controller guarantees the number of instances of a pod, ensuring that the minimum number of pod replicas is always running. 1
This replication controller is configured with the pod replication factor managing redundancy. The containers can run within a single subnet,
VLAN, domain, zone, or region or may be deployed in isolation to each other.

1

kubernetes.io/docs/concepts/workloads/controllers/replicationcontroller/
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HPE 5G Core Stack makes extensive use of Kubernetes technologies to implement standardized, open-source, high-availability mechanisms.
The solution also uses Kubernetes lifecycle management to restart services in case of failures and Kubernetes mechanisms to update
software and ensure service availability (for example, Canary upgrades).
The system also deploys redundant stateful microservices such as database storage to ensure that a single failure does not cause data loss,
data inconsistency, or service unavailability within a site. To achieve geo-redundancy, these stateful microservices can also be deployed
across multiple geographical sites.

KEY FEATURES AND BENEFITS
With HPE 5G Core Stack architecture, you can:
• Regain control of your network with an open, multivendor solution: HPE 5G Core Stack uses the 3GPP 5G SBA, which enables an
open, multivendor network. You can continually update your network using the vendors you prefer allowing you to negotiate with network
suppliers from a stronger position and reduce costs.
• Roll out new 5G services more quickly and inexpensively with less risk: HPE 5G Core Stack provides a pre-integrated solution, using
decomposed applications designed with cloud-native software principles. As a result, you can roll out patches more quickly. The loose
coupling between components of network applications also reduces risk, allowing you to update or replace individual components and
microservices without having to overhaul monolithic systems and NFs. Additionally, HPE 5G Core Stack includes a CD pipeline to simplify
lifecycle management of CSS software and dependencies. With this pipeline, you can introduce new features and patches more easily and
quickly bring them from labs to live networks. These capabilities make it much easier to introduce new features and updates reducing
total cost of ownership.
• Simplify management: HPE 5G Core Stack provides single-pane-of-glass control over end-to-end operations and management. This
makes it easier to deliver premium services to your customers and saves time and money through simplification and automation.
• Strengthen security: HPE 5G Core Stack features built-in security to protect your customers and your business. The solution’s
cloud-native design provides a set of common, trusted security functions and management interfaces to its constituent microservices and
provides key features such as observability, auditing, and service mesh. This makes the solution much easier to monitor and manage at
scale compared to other architectures that rely on opaque, monolithic NFs, each with its own built-in security functions and security
management. By pre-integrating NFs from both HPE and our partners, HPE 5G Core Stack also reduces the risk of security
misconfigurations. Finally, the solution is built to address the reality that networks change over time. All HPE 5G Core Stack elements are
built for near-continuous verification via DevOps and CI/CD methodologies.
• Different QoS policies: Our pre-configured slice catalog includes a selection of slices whose descriptors have already been populated
with the appropriate parameters to satisfy the QoS requirements of different use cases. We can distinguish two different kinds: eMBB
(whose specifications prioritize throughput), and URLLC (whose specifications prioritize latency). Among the eMBB you can also deploy
premium and standard slices, so that a more generous policy is applied for your VIP subscribers. In addition, you can also tune the
parameters configured in those policies to better fit your service requirements.

HPE IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS
HPE has more than 30 years’ experience in the telecommunications industry serving more than 300 service providers across 160 countries.
We’re also a global leader in CSP core networks with more than 700 million subscribers across more than 80 carriers who depend on
HPE Mobile Core software every day.
HPE open CSP solutions are helping operators around the world evolve their networks and services to a 5G-ready, cloud-native,
service-based architecture. Our experience in hybrid cloud allows us to bring the benefits of cloud transformation and secure, carrier-grade,
standards-based infrastructure to telecommunications networks. HPE was recognized by Frost & Sullivan with the 2019 Global Enabling
Technology Leadership Award for addressing 5G infrastructure needs.
HPE can help you accelerate outcomes by unlocking value from all your data, everywhere. Built on decades of reimagining the future and
innovating to advance the way people live and work, HPE delivers open and intelligent technology solutions. We can help you ensure a
consistent experience across all cloud platforms and edges. This is critical to develop and launch new business models, improve operational
performance, and get new ways at your hands to engage with your customers.
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START YOUR 5G TRANSFORMATION
5G promises amazing new experiences for you and far more efficient, profitable operations for CSPs. However, you can’t realize that value if
you’re locked into the antiquated architectures of the past. HPE is reinventing core networks to enable a new kind of architecture that’s
optimized for your 5G business requirements, instead of your vendors’.
HPE can provide a core network built with cloud-native principles from the ground up. We can help you break free from vendor lock-in by
enabling you to integrate NFs from multiple vendors using a common SBA and SDE. We can empower you to drive down operating costs
with end-to-end orchestration and automation. And, we can deliver all of this in a pre-integrated package that’s easy to deploy and use,
without sacrificing openness and flexibility.

LEARN MORE AT
hpe.com/info/5g

Make the right purchase decision.
Contact our presales specialists.
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